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Highly involved decision-makers often rely on anecdotal evidence instead of statistical information, because visceral information is

favored in vivid decision contexts. We demonstrate that, under high vulnerability, this anecdotal bias is: (1) enhanced by high

involvement; (2) mediated by emotional engagement; and, (3) stronger among holistic versus analytic thinkers.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
Imagine a situation where a decision maker has to choose from 

two alternate preventive medications to ward off a threatening dis-
ease: one medication is supported by hearsay and anecdotal informa-
tion, while rigorous statistical evidence favors the other. Common 
sense suggests that when the threat of such a disease is miniscule, 
either of the medications may be taken, but when vulnerability to the 
disease is perceived to be high, the choice is no longer inconsequen-
tial. Then, better sense should prevail and the statistically proven 
medication would usurp the one which is merely supported by anec-
dotal evidence. Higher stakes would therefore lead to better choices. 
In this paper, we provide evidence to the contrary. We demonstrate 
that greater likelihood of an event can lead to more visceral decision-
making which can in turn lead to sub-optimal choices. 

Normative decision-making models propose that anecdotal in-
formation—which describes a specific instance of a phenomenon or 
event—should be ideally ignored in the presence of contradicting 
statistical information—provides a numerical summary of a series 
of instances (Hornikx 2005). This is because the latter is based on 
a larger sample and should be objectively more reliable in decision 
making than an isolated anecdote (Ragubir and Menon 1996). How-
ever, a substantial stream of literature suggests that such rational dis-
regard rarely occurs, and that anecdotal evidence often overwhelms 
statistical information (Bar-Hillel 1980; Hamill, Wilson, and Nisbett 
1980). Such anecdotal biases have largely been attributed to the 
greater vividness and ease of processing that characterizes stories, 
as compared to statistical forms of data which tend to be more pallid 
and require more cognitive effort to process (Hamill et al. 1980). 

In four studies, we investigate how contextual cues influence 
consumers’ reliance on anecdotal information. We propose that the 
anecdotal bias should be less salient in high- versus low-involvement 
conditions, based upon the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM; 
Petty and Cacippo 1986). However, high-involvement does not al-
ways reduce the anecdotal bias. In situations where high-involvement 
induces a high level of perceived vulnerability among consumers, 
high-involvement can in fact increase the anecdotal bias, a phenom-
enon we call the “visceral compatibility effect” (study 1). We pro-
pose that emotional engagement underlies the visceral compatibility 
effect, mediating consumers’ reliance on anecdotal information when 
involvement is enhanced by increasing vulnerability—and effect we 
test in study 2. We also examine the moderating role of consumers’ 
holistic-analytical thinking style. Holistic thinking encourages con-
text-dependence, which we believe will make people more cognizant 
of the visceral nature of the decision context, and therefore be more 
susceptible to its influence. As such, we expect that holistic (vs. ana-
lytic) thinking participants will display greater variance in anecdotal 
bias as a function of perceived vulnerability. Studies 3 and 4 provide 
consistent findings in support of our expectations, using chronic and 
situationally primed thinking styles, respectively.

Study 1 (N=293) featured a 2 (Involvement Type: non vulnera-
bility-based vs. vulnerability-based) × 2 (Involvement Level: low vs. 
high) between-subjects design. We designed a decision scenario in 
which participants were asked to choose between two different auto-
mobile insurance policies for an extended travel in a foreign country: 
one option was statistically superior, while the other was anecdot-
ally superior. In the vulnerability-based condition, participants’ in-

volvement level was manipulated through the information about the 
destination’s ranking on automobile accidents in that country. In the 
non vulnerability-based condition, vulnerability was maintained at a 
moderate level. Participants assigned to the high-involvement condi-
tion were asked to provide reasons for their choice, whereas those 
in the low-involvement condition were prompted to make a choice 
without being asked to provide reasons. Immediately following the 
involvement manipulation, participants chose one of the two insur-
ance policies.

Consistent with our expectations, we found that increasing in-
volvement did not always result in reduced anecdotal bias (see Table 
1). When involvement was enhanced by engaging in reasoning, it 
indeed did reduce this bias, as predicted by ELM. But when involve-
ment was enhanced by increasing perceived vulnerability, anecdotal 
bias in fact increased, thereby confirming our visceral compatibility 
hypothesis. 

Table 1:  Study 1 results: Choice of Anecdotally Superior 
Insurance Option

Involvement Type
Involvement Level

Low High

Non vulnerability-based manipulation 49% 36%

Vulnerability-based manipulation 38% 50%

Study 2 (N=199) used the same research design, but provided 
further evidence for our principal hypothesis using a different choice 
scenario (i.e., participants were asked to choose between two differ-
ent medications for a stomach virus that sometimes affects tourists 
in a particular foreign country) and measured emotional engagement 
(a potential mediator). As expected, Involvement Type moderated 
the effect of Involvement Level on anecdotal bias and on the level 
of emotional engagement elicited by high vulnerability (see Table 
2). Further, under the vulnerability-based condition of Involvement 
Type, the effect of Involvement Level on consumers reliance on an-
ecdotal information is mediated by emotional engagement. 

Table 2:  Study 2 results: Choice of Anecdotally Superior  
drug Option

Involvement Type
Involvement Level

Low High

Non vulnerability-based manipulation 35% 15%

Vulnerability-based manipulation 27% 42%

Study 3 examined how individuals’ chronic thinking style in-
fluences susceptibility to the visceral compatibility effect using a 2 
(Vulnerability: low vs. high) x 2 (Thinking Style: analytic vs. holis-
tic) between-subjects design. Results confirmed our expectation that 
vulnerability causes greater susceptibility to the anecdotal bias in 
holistic- versus analytic-thinking participants (see Table 3). Study 4 
was similar to Study 3, except that we manipulated analytic-holistic 
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thinking. Again confirmed our expectations about the moderating 
role of holistic-analytic thinking style (see Table 4). 

Table 3:  Study 3 results: % Choice of Anecdotally Superior 
drug Option

Chronic Thinking Style
Perceived vulnerability

Low High
Holistic 31% 53%
Analytic 44% 45%

Table 4:  Study 4 results: % Choice of Anecdotally Superior 
drug Option

Manipulated Thinking Style Perceived vulnerability
Low High

Holistic 23% 57%
Analytic 29% 31%

Our findings demonstrate a counterintuitive result (i.e., that 
higher involvement can lead to greater susceptibility to anecdotal 
evidence, seemingly in contradiction to the ELM framework) and 
provide consistent support for the proposed visceral compatibility 
hypothesis. Study 1 reconciles contradictory predictions, demon-

strating that high-involvement can decrease or enhance the anecdotal 
bias, depending on whether it is accompanied by high-vulnerability. 
Study 2 replicates this finding in a different decision context and 
identifies emotional engagement as the mechanism underlying the 
visceral compatibility effect. Studies 3 and 4 reveal that holistic-an-
alytic thinking style constitutes a boundary condition for the visceral 
compatibility effect. 
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